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Enhancing Vehicular Anonymity in ITS: A New
Scheme for Mix Zones and Their Placement

1

2
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Abstract—Intelligent transportation systems (ITS) achieve im-4
proved throughput and safety using periodic vehicle-to-vehicle5
and vehicle-to-infrastructure wireless communication. Vehicles use6
pseudonyms which are frequently exchanged to protect against7
eavesdroppers using such messages for tracking. Such exchange8
takes place in mix zones where all wireless transmission is forbidden9
in order to prevent matching the new pseudonym of a vehicle with10
its previous one. Mix zones are not free: in addition to infrastructure11
cost, they impose a cost in terms of reduced vehicular throughput12
and disruption to vehicular communication. We present a scheme to13
manage traffic within a mix zone to make it more resilient to attacks14
against privacy. Second, we introduce a heuristic to place mix zones15
appropriately so that the gain in privacy is balanced against the16
cost in reduced throughput. We evaluate our schemes assuming17
a powerful attacker who has access to all wireless transmissions18
and uses a simple but powerful machine learning algorithm. Our19
algorithms are evaluated using detailed traffic simulations in two20
US cities: New York, NY, and Cambridge, MA.21

Index Terms—Location privacy, intelligent transportation22
systems, mix zone placement.23

I. INTRODUCTION24

INTELLIGENT Transportation Systems (ITS) propose to use25

vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I)26

communications together with Cooperative Adaptive Cruise27

Control (CACC) to reduce the gap between vehicles, thereby28

increasing road system throughput while maintaining driver-29

assisted applications such as lane changing and forward collision30

warning. A recent US-DoT study estimated that CACC can more31

than triple throughput over traditional Adaptive Cruise Control32

(ACC) [1].33

V2V communication creates risks to privacy; it involves34

broadcasting, typically every 100 ms, a Basic Safety Message35

(BSM) which includes vehicle ID, time, location and speed36

[2], [3]. To prevent tracking by eavesdroppers, pseudonyms37

rather than identifiable vehicle IDs are used in BSMs [6]; to38

be effective, these pseudonyms have to be changed frequently39

in such a way that the new pseudonym cannot easily be matched40

with the old one [11]–[13]. Several such schemes have been41

proposed [4], [5].42
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To support pseudonym exchange, first, each vehicle needs a 43

large pool of available pseudonyms. This is easy to implement 44

[4]. Second, we require some location where vehicles congregate 45

and where pseudonyms can be effectively exchanged: parking 46

lots [20] and traffic light intersections [7], [16], [18], [19], [26]. 47

Of these, the latter are preferable; vehicles rarely park partway 48

through their journey. 49

Pseudonym exchange zones, aka mix zones, are spatial re- 50

gions where BSMs are not transmitted (and therefore CACC 51

cannot be supported). Road Side Units (RSUs) monitor traffic 52

incoming to mix zones and facilitate pseudonym exchange. 53

Mix zones incur costs. First, there is the infrastructure cost of 54

the RSU itself. Second, since CACC is not supported inside the 55

mix zone, there is a reduction of traffic throughput. We cannot 56

therefore place a mix zone around every traffic intersection; 57

they have instead to be placed sparingly to balance privacy 58

benefits against cost. Such a placement problem, as well as the 59

management of vehicles within a mix zone, is the focus of this 60

paper. 61

Our contributions in this paper are twofold. First, an algo- 62

rithm, called the Anonymity Enhancing Mix Protocol (AEMP), 63

is introduced. This attempts to proactively alter the exit order 64

of vehicles from the mix zone to enhance privacy. Second, we 65

study the placement of mix zones using AEMP to deal with 66

the tradeoff between privacy and cost. The increased resilience 67

of this approach against privacy attacks by a well-resourced 68

attacker is demonstrated. 69

This paper is organized as follows. Section II reports on 70

related work. Section III describes the baseline approach against 71

which we compare AEMP. Section IV presents the AEMP 72

protocol while Section V discusses the placement of mix zones. 73

Section VI describes a powerful adversary, used to study the 74

resilience of AEMP. Simulation results are presented in Sec- 75

tion VII for traffic in New York and Cambridge; the paper 76

concludes with Section VIII. 77

II. RELATED WORK 78

In order to protect each vehicle’s anonymity, its pseudonym 79

needs to be updated sufficiently often. A popular way to facilitate 80

this is by means of mix zones, where pseudonyms can be 81

changed; a good recent survey can be found in [5]. Mix zones 82

may be dynamically and opportunistically set up by a group 83

of vehicles that happen to find themselves in close proximity 84

to one another [34]–[40] or statically sited at suitable locations 85

(which is the approach of the present paper) [14], [17], [18], 86
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[21], [27], [33]. In the static approach, parking lots and traffic87

light intersections have been suggested as suitable locations for88

mix zones. To increase anonymity, virtual vehicles have also89

been suggested when mix zones have low traffic intensity: these90

vehicles emit wireless messages and change pseudonyms just91

like real vehicles [19]. The extent of the involvement of the92

RSU in pseudonym exchange varies from one approach to the93

next.94

In all the above context-based and infrastructure-based95

schemes, an attacker can use the order of arrival and departure96

information to match old and new pseudonyms effectively. Op-97

portunistically altering such order to weaken the correlation be-98

tween entering and departing vehicles is central to the anonymity99

enhancing protocol introduced in this paper.100

As all traffic light intersections cannot be mix zones, several101

works propose algorithms to place mix zones in a road net-102

work optimally. A survey by Primault [27] summarizes several103

schemes under various architectures to protect location privacy104

of mobile users using location-based services. Some of the105

mix zone placement algorithms from the survey are relevant106

to vehicular networks. Jadliwala et al. propose minimizing the107

mix zone placement cost as a criterion for selecting mix zones108

in a road network [26]. Liu et al. place mix zones which yield109

the least linkage between the point of interests corresponding110

to a mobile user’s path [28]. Freudiger et al. propose to place111

mix zones based on traffic flow while limiting the disruption of112

communication in mix zones [29]. Palanisamy et al. recommend113

placing mix zones in gridded regions, which maximize the114

distance between two consecutive mix zones or place mix zones115

at high traffic density [30]. Sun et al. advocate placing mix zones116

per sub-region so that vehicles may choose to reroute to traverse117

through mix zones to gain anonymity [31]. Menon et al. employ118

a genetic algorithm to minimize the number of RSUs by placing119

mix zones in such a way that the connectivity of mobile users120

with an RSU is not disturbed [32].121

Our approach recommends placing mix zones which bene-122

fit a majority of vehicles in gaining anonymity. We estimate123

anonymity contributed by each mix zone based on traffic flow124

statistics. We utilize well known genetic [41] and annealing [42]125

optimization algorithms to place mix zones at intersections with126

high traffic flows. We also propose dividing regions into sub-127

regions based on the concentration of privacy-sensitive points128

of interest, such as health service centers and hospitals. For a129

given budget of mix zones, we evaluate the tradeoff between130

privacy gain in the sub-region due to the placement of more mix131

zones with the loss of privacy for the rest of the region.132

III. BASELINE ALGORITHM133

The following protocol is used as Baseline within this paper.134

Fig. 1 shows a mix zone within a traffic light intersection. An135

RSU broadcasts the mix zone dimensions to all the vehicles136

within range. Vehicles observe silence starting dbefore meters137

before the intersection while entering, and until dafter meters138

after exiting the intersection. Each vehicle broadcasts its BSM139

before entering and after exiting the mix zone.140

Fig. 1. Mix zone.

While maintaining silence, each vehicle changes its 141

pseudonym and other physical and logical IDs of each layer 142

of the protocol stack. Once the vehicle exits the mix zone, it 143

starts broadcasting its BSM with its new pseudonym. An attacker 144

would try to break anonymity by successfully matching the new 145

pseudonym to the previous one. 146

The entry and exit timings to a mix zone can be used by an 147

attacker to link the new pseudonym of a vehicle to its previous 148

one. The simplest case is that of a unidirectional lane which 149

permits no change; the exit order of vehicles is the same as their 150

entry order, and matching new and old pseudonyms to the same 151

vehicle is simple. When there are multiple turn options from a 152

given lane, if the delays associated with making such turns are 153

distinctive (e.g., a different delay for a left turn compared to a 154

right turn or going straight), this information can be used by the 155

attacker along with information on vehicle mix zone entry and 156

exit times to improve the probability of correctly matching the 157

new pseudonym of a vehicle to its previous one. 158

IV. ANONYMITY ENHANCING MIX PROTOCOL (AEMP) 159

System Model: We assume the following entities in the in- 160

telligent transportation system. RSUs located near mix zones 161

monitor traffic at each intersection and broadcast mix zone 162

information. We assume that each vehicle has: a) sufficient 163

pseudonyms for the entire journey so that there is no repeated 164

use of pseudonyms and b) capability to use CACC and ACC 165

technologies as required. 166

AEMP Mix Zone: In contrast to traditional mix zones, AEMP 167

takes active steps to make it more difficult to match vehicles 168

going out of the intersection to those coming in. Prior to en- 169

tering a mix zone, some vehicles may randomly switch lanes 170

to obscure their intended outgoing direction. For example, a 171

vehicle intending to go right may switch to a lane which turns 172

left or goes straight. Once in the mix zone, vehicles also alter 173

their speed. Each vehicle selects a target speed randomly from 174

a given speed range, say [2,13] m/s. It then tries to maintain 175

its actual speed as close to the target as possible, subject to 176

traffic constraints. This random exit speed leads to some vehicles 177

overtaking others, thereby scrambling the order of vehicles 178

exiting the intersection. Such scrambling is not free: it affects 179

traffic flow and tends to reduce vehicle throughput. We consider 180
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TABLE I
PROBABILITY OF TRACKING FOR THREE STRATEGIES

this cost when determining whether it is worth placing a mix181

zone at a particular location.182

Table I shows the results for a right only turn in the intersection183

shown in Fig. 1: the speed range of [2,13] m/s was selected based184

on its performance in simulation experiments. Note that even185

for a lane allowing only right turns, our approach provides some186

privacy protection. Vehicles choose maximum allowed speed to187

exit the intersection. Therefore, Baseline uses 13 m/s speed (as188

permitted given the traffic) to exit the intersection.189

Three factors determine the effectiveness of this approach at190

maintaining anonymity: the mix zone geometry, traffic intensity,191

and turn ratios.192

The impact of the mix zone geometry on anonymity depends193

on the mix zone size and the number of lanes in and out. The194

bigger it is, the more lanes are coming in and going out, and195

the higher the number of potential output directions for vehicles196

flowing into it, the more difficult it is for an attacker to match197

vehicles coming into it with those emerging from it.198

The traffic intensity and vehicle turn ratios are also significant199

factors. The higher the intensity, the greater the potential for200

scrambling the vehicle order coming out of the mix zone: there201

are more vehicles to mix. (At an extreme, if we only have202

one vehicle in the entire mix zone at any point, matching the203

emerging vehicle with the one coming in is trivial.) Equally, the204

more even the turn probabilities, the less well the attacker is205

expected to be able to do. For example, an intersection where206

99% of the traffic goes straight will be easier to attack than207

one where a third of the traffic goes straight, right and left,208

respectively.209

These factors, together with the range of speeds allowed210

within the mix zone and percentage of vehicles which can change211

lanes outside the mix zone, determine the number of vehicles212

which can gain anonymity.213

Performance Metrics: We use the probability of successfully214

tracking pseudonyms of vehicles as a privacy metric to measure215

the performance of a mix zone. Note that to track successfully,216

the adversary needs to track it successfully across each mix zone217

that it passes through. Anonymity (or privacy) is the complement218

of tracking probability.219

Let vehicle v traverse a route R that has nv intersections220

I1, I2, ...Inv
with n mix zones. Denote the probability of suc-221

cessfully tracking vehicle v traversing a mix zone Ij by pjv .222

If there is no mix zone in intersection Ij then pjv = 1. The223

probability of successful tracking of a vehicle by the end of224

its route R is calculated as225

pv =

nv∏

j=1

pjv (1)

We measure traffic efficiency considering a) the average trip 226

delay and b) the average throughput of an intersection. We mea- 227

sure trip delay as the lag accrued by a vehicle due to traversing 228

mix zones. The throughput of a lane Lj during an ith interval 229

of Δt minutes with N i
Lj

vehicles traversed through the lane is 230

given by N i
Lj
/Δt. The average throughput qLj

observed during 231

a set of k equally spaced intervals of Δt minutes is given by 232

Equation (2). 233

qLj
=

1
k

k∑

i=1

N i
Lj

Δt
(2)

If an intersection, I , has m outgoing lanes then its average 234

throughput is the sum of the throughput of each lane: 235

q(I) =

m∑

j=1

qLj
(3)

V. MIX ZONE PLACEMENT ALGORITHM 236

We cannot afford to place a mix zone in each traffic intersec- 237

tion. Deciding where to place a limited number of mix zones 238

requires resolving the tradeoff between the capital cost of a 239

mix zone, its impact on traffic delays, and its contribution to 240

anonymity. 241

We use simulated annealing and genetic algorithms for place- 242

ment. To be effective, such algorithms require a good ini- 243

tial starting point that they can then proceed to refine itera- 244

tively. We obtain such a starting point based on a measure 245

of mixability which can be calculated as follows for each 246

intersection. 247

We first estimate the traffic flows through the region. We then 248

calculate the anonymity gained per vehicle per intersection along 249

its route, as shown below. Let V be the set of vehicles in our 250

traffic database. For each v ∈ V , the sequence of intersections 251

visited is denoted by (Iv1 , I
v
2 , . . . , I

v
nv
) where nv is the number 252

of intersections in the route of vehicle v. Let the action (e.g., 253

left_turn) taken by a vehicle in intersection Ivj be avj . This 254

action controls the direction in which the vehicle leaves that 255

intersection. Note that Ivk+1 is determined by Ivk and avk, so the 256

intersection and action sequences are not independent of one 257

another. 258

Based on the routes taken by each vehicle in V , we cal- 259

culate the fraction of vehicles passing through the intersec- 260

tion I which take a particular action a at that intersection; 261

denote this fraction by π(I, a). We denote by hin(v, I
v
k ) the 262

probability of successfully tracking a vehicle v up to just be- 263

fore entering the intersection Ivk . hout(v, I
v
k ) is the probabil- 264

ity of successfully tracking a vehicle v just after it exits that 265

intersection. 266

Now, define the following recursions: 267

hin(v, I
v
1 ) = 1

hin(v, I
v
k ) = hout(v, I

v
k−1) for 1 < k ≤ nv

hout(v, I
v
k ) = hin(v, I

v
k )π(I

v
k , a

v
k)

Δh(v, I
v
k ) = hout(v, I

v
k )− hin(v, I

v
k )
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Algorithm 1: Optimal Mix Zone Placement Algorithm.
Input:
1: Budget b mix zones,
2: N Sorted list of mix zones based on mixability
Output: S Best mix zone set
3: S1← b mix zones at N [1 : b]
4: if ‖N‖ ≤ 2b then
5: S← SimulatedAnnealing(b,N, S1)
6: else
7: S2← b mix zones at N [b+ 1 : 2b]
8: S← GeneticAlgorithm(b,N, S1, S2)
9: end if

10: return S // The best mix zones

The mixability of intersection I , M(I), is defined as268

M(I) =
∑

v∈V
Δh(v, I) (4)

M(I) is used to determine the usefulness of initially placing269

a mix zone in that intersection. In other words, suppose we270

number the N available intersections in descending order of271

mixability: (I1, I2, . . . , IN ). If we aim to use μ mix zones in all,272

we will start our optimization process by initially placing mix273

zones at intersections I1, . . . , Iµ. Simulated annealing or genetic274

algorithms are then used to iterate from this starting allocation.275

The intuition behind the mixability metric is as follows. For276

a given vehicle, the gain in anonymity as it goes through a mix277

zone in intersection I is a function of the anonymity it already278

possesses and the factor by which this anonymity increases as279

a result of passage through I . An approximate proxy for the280

anonymity of vehicle v entering the first intersection on its path,281

Iv1 (i.e., as it starts its journey), is 0, its complement, measured by282

hin(v, I
v
1 ) = 1. That is the basis of the recursion for each vehicle,283

v. The anonymity is assumed to change only at mix zones since284

those are the only places where the pseudonyms change. So, if285

the vehicle moves from the intersection Ivk to Ivk+1, its anonymity286

going out of Ivk is the same as that going into Ivk+1. We use287

π(Ivk , a
v
k) as a proxy for the factor by which the complement of288

the anonymity decreases. Calculating along these lines provides289

us an indication of how the anonymity of vehicle v changes as it290

progresses along its route. For each intersection, adding up the291

contribution to the anonymity of each vehicle that passes through292

it gives us a rough measure of how useful this intersection as a293

mix zone. This measure is then used as noted above to set up an294

initial allocation for the second, optimization step.295

Our mix zones placement algorithm, shown in Algorithm 1296

consists of three steps. In the first step, we calculate the mix-297

ability of all intersections and sort the intersections according298

to their mixability, N . In step 2 the initial placement is done by299

placing mix zones in the b intersections (input as budget) with the300

highest mixability. In the 3rd step we use a standard optimization301

algorithm (e.g., simulated annealing or a genetic algorithm),302

to improve on the initial placement, thus obtaining the final303

placement, S. If the total number of intersections N ≤ 2b, we304

select the simulated annealing algorithm otherwise the genetic305

algorithm (GA) as GA needs two sets of non-overlapping mix 306

zones of size b [41]. 307

VI. THE ADVERSARY 308

We assume a powerful attacker (adversary) who is capable 309

of listening to every broadcast in the vehicular networks as 310

the attacker’s ability to track pseudonyms increases with the 311

increase in the attacker’s capability to listen to vehicular broad- 312

casts [14]. Furthermore, we assume that the attacker knows the 313

AEMP protocol, the location, and sizing of mix zones, the traffic 314

signal timings, and overall traffic statistics. 315

The attacker is assumed to use the Random Forest (RF) 316

algorithm [43] to track pseudonym changes. RF is a powerful 317

algorithm able to effectively tease out relationships between pa- 318

rameters and is widely used in numerous fields, including bank- 319

ing, medicine, and e-commerce. We thus choose a formidable 320

adversary against which to test our approach. 321

VII. EVALUATION OF AEMP 322

We evaluate the performance of AEMP at two levels and 323

compare it to the Baseline algorithm in each case. First, we 324

consider mix zones in isolation (i.e., without being part of a 325

network) under the following physical and traffic factors: a) size 326

of the mix zone; b) traffic arrival rate; c) traffic flows through 327

an intersection and d) the intersection’s physical configuration 328

in terms of number of turns per incoming lane and number of 329

available lanes into and out. 330

Second, we consider a road network consisting of many 331

mix zones. We measure the cumulative anonymity gained, the 332

cumulative loss of throughput for all the mix zones, and the 333

average trip delay. Our results show that AEMP’s performance 334

on an average is significantly better and that a relatively small 335

number of mix zones suffice to obtain desired anonymity, at only 336

a marginal cost of an increase in trip delay. We also show the 337

results of our mix zone placement algorithm by computing the 338

maximum percentage of vehicles with desired anonymity for a 339

range of 10 to 100 mix zones. 340

Simulation Setup 341

We use the widely used SUMO [23] simulator for generating 342

vehicular traffic in a single intersection and in city road networks. 343

We use the road networks of mid-town Manhattan, NY, and Cam- 344

bridge, MA. We use DUAROUTER, available within SUMO, 345

to generate mobility traces (routes) of vehicles. We use SUMO 346

logs which consist of location, speed, and acceleration of each 347

vehicle as recorded BSMs available for an attacker. The SUMO 348

logs within a mix zone are deleted to maintain silence within a 349

mix zone. This approach has been used widely elsewhere, e.g., 350

in [8], [12], [14], [29], [30]. 351

In SUMO, each vehicle uses a car-following model to control 352

its speed and acceleration. We use the CACC car-following 353

model [24]. Typically, in a connected vehicle, the CACC module 354

of each vehicle broadcasts a BSM. Each BSM consists of speed, 355

acceleration, and location of the vehicle. Each vehicle’s control 356

unit adjusts its speed and acceleration based on the BSMs of its 357
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Fig. 2. A single intersection.

neighboring vehicles (we enhanced the CACC module in SUMO358

such that each vehicle obtains the speed, acceleration, and loca-359

tion of all the line-of-sight vehicles at each simulation step). The360

enhancement further enables the formation of platoons of cars.361

In order to form a platoon, each vehicle periodically determines362

a lead vehicle and a preceding vehicle. A vehicle becomes part of363

a platoon, when either a lead vehicle is available or when there is364

a preceding vehicle, which is already part of a platoon. Typical365

platoons are 2 to 5 vehicles long. The vehicles in the platoon366

maintain a headway time of 0.6 sec. Within a mix zone, since367

vehicles remain silent, there is no information from neighboring368

vehicles and platoons break down. Then, all vehicles follow the369

ACC car-following mode with a headway time of 2 sec. Once370

a vehicle comes out of a mix zone, it rebroadcasts BSMs and371

forms platoons when feasible. We do not simulate RSUs as we372

provide the mix zone information a priori to the vehicles.373

Impact of Intersection Geometry and Traffic Factors374

Consider an intersection with six incoming lanes and seven375

outgoing lanes, as shown in Fig. 2. The lane length of the376

intersection is 100 m on each side. We simulate a standalone377

intersection, to begin with, and then multiple intersection types.378

The assumed average vehicle arrival rate is 5 vehicles/sec/lane.379

For each data point, we simulated two data sets - a) training;380

and b) testing data sets. We used 90% of the simulated data for381

training and the remaining 10% for testing. We obtained test data382

by simulating vehicular traffic for 20 hours in total with nearly383

14,000 vehicles.384

Size: Fig. 3(a) shows the probability of pseudonym tracking385

as a function of mix zone size, assuming that dbefore = dafter = d.386

We can observe that for all mix zone sizes, AEMP provides387

higher anonymity compared to the Baseline. At smaller mix388

zone sizes such as 10 m× 10 m, AEMP is only 12% better than389

Baseline. However, as the mix zone size increases the entry-exit390

order of vehicles becomes less predictable for AEMP, resulting391

in AEMP anonymity around 25% higher than Baseline. In the392

Baseline approach, most vehicles retain their entry-to-exit order393

irrespective of an increase in size. For this reason, Baseline394

exhibits only small gains in privacy with the increase in mix395

zone size; these gains are because a small percentage (around396

10%) of vehicles switch lanes within the mix zone.397

Fig. 3(b) shows the average trip delay as a function of mix zone398

size. In AEMP, vehicles sometimes deliberately switch lanes to399

conceal their turn, which results in higher delays to merge back400

into the correct lane; this increases delays over the Baseline401

algorithm.402

Fig. 3. Mix zone size.

Fig. 4. Pseudonym trackability vs. arrival rate.

Impact of Vehicle Arrival Rate: Fig. 4 illustrates the impact 403

of the average arrival rate λ (the average number of vehicles 404

entering a mix zone from each direction within a given time) 405

on the average anonymity of vehicles. The mix zone size is 406

50 m× 50 m positioned at the center of the intersection. The total 407

simulated traffic time for the test data, at each arrival interval, 408

for each protocol, is 20 hours. 409

At a low vehicle arrival rates with (50) vehicles/hour or 410

less, there is not much mixing. Therefore, both AEMP and the 411

Baseline protocol tend to retain FIFO order, and hence provide 412

almost no anonymity. As the arrival rate increases to more 413

than 50 vehicles/hour, for both AEMP and Baseline, successful 414

tracking drops rapidly. When the arrival rate of vehicles is 200 415

vehicles/hour or more, the percentage of successful pseudonym 416

tracking for both two protocols further decreases to 70% for 417

AEMP and 80% for Baseline. 418
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Fig. 5. Pseudonym trackability vs. traffic flow pattern.

Impact of Traffic Flow Pattern: Fig. 5 shows how traffic flow419

patterns influence the probability of tracking of vehicles. The420

mix zone size is 50 m × 50 m positioned around the center421

of the intersection. The speed range allowed on the outgoing422

lanes is [2, 13] m/s. The average arrival rate is one vehicle every423

5 seconds per incoming lane. The total simulated time for the424

test data is 20 hours per traffic pattern per protocol. The turn425

pattern (s, r, l) represents the probability of vehicles turning to426

an outgoing lane; s probability of going straight, r probability427

to turn right and l probability to turn left.428

In the case of (0.33, 0.33, 0.33), traffic flows uniformly429

through all the outgoing lanes from an oncoming lane; this430

results in a lower probability of tracking compared to all the other431

turn patterns. As the traffic flows skew towards one direction,432

the probability of tracking increases much more for Baseline433

compared to AEMP. AEMP still performs better in all the three434

cases as tracking becomes more difficult due to the random435

delays of vehicles exiting the mix zone irrespective of their turn.436

Impact of Intersection Physical Characteristics: The phys-437

ical characteristics of an intersection include three primary438

parameters: a) an average number of possible turns from a439

lane (e.g., a right-turn-only lane has only one possible turn),440

b) number of incoming lanes, and c) number of outgoing lanes.441

We consider four intersections, as shown in Fig. 6.442

Intersection A has an average of (3 + 2 + 2)/3 = 2.33 turns443

per lane with a single incoming and single outgoing lane. The444

remaining intersections all have multiple incoming and outgoing445

lanes. Intersection B has only a single turn per lane, Intersection446

C has an average of 1.5 turns per lane, and Intersection D has an447

average of 2 turns per lane. The mix zone size is 50 m × 50 m,448

positioned around the center of the intersection. The average449

arrival rate is one vehicle every 5 seconds per incoming lane.450

The total simulated time for the test data is 20 hours per traffic451

pattern per protocol.452

Fig. 7 shows the average probability of tracking for both the453

protocols for each of the intersections.454

For Intersection A, based on the exit times on the outgoing455

lanes, the Random Forest algorithm can guess the turns very456

effectively. In each outgoing lane, the FIFO order is retained457

for both Baseline and AEMP. In the case of AEMP, the lack of458

multiple outgoing lanes results in no mixing, and thus we see459

Fig. 6. Intersections simulated with varying physical characteristics.

Fig. 7. Pseudonym trackability vs. physical characteristics of an intersection.

zero anonymity. Intersection B is a commonly seen geometry. As 460

the entry and exit order here is again FIFO, Baseline provides no 461

anonymity. However, AEMP retains its advantage over Baseline 462

due to the intentional mixing that the protocol enforces. For 463

Intersection C, AEMP’s performance is better than the Base- 464

line. For Intersection D, both the protocols have lower tracking 465

compared to their respective tracking in the other intersection 466

types, but AEMP still has the lowest tracking. It is primarily due 467

to the ideal physical attributes of an intersection suitable for a 468

mix zone which include a high number of turns per lane and 469

multilane availability on both inlet and outlet of the mix zone. 470

Mix Zone Placement 471

As mentioned earlier, we use the mixability metric to guide 472

us in the initial placement of mix zones, as an input to stan- 473

dard optimization algorithms such as simulated annealing and 474

genetic. The problem is how to best place a limited budget of 475

mix zones among the intersections of a city. In this simulation 476

study, we consider two road networks: a mostly gridded road 477

network (midtown Manhattan, NY) and a non-gridded road 478

network (Cambridge, MA). A gridded road network typically 479

consists of intersections with similar physical characteristics. 480

The non-gridded road network contains intersections with varied 481
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Fig. 8. Mix zones in road networks: high impact ( ) and low impact ( ).

Fig. 9. Intersection selection based on mixability of intersections.

physical characteristics. Our purpose was to test the placement482

algorithm for diverse road network scenarios.483

We first executed the optimization algorithms to obtain op-484

timal mix zones for various budgets. We then study various485

tradeoffs which help determine the desired number of mix zones486

for a given region: a) privacy vs. trip delay, b) percentage of487

anonymous vehicles vs. road network throughput, and c) privacy488

in a sub-region to focus anonymity in the privacy-sensitive489

region.490

The key details of our two simulation studies; a) the re-491

gions covered for Manhattan (3 km × 3 km) and Cambridge492

(2.6 Km × 2.9 Km) are shown in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) b) Traffic493

Light Intersections are 184 and 350 c) Number of vehicles494

simulated are 10,400 and 5000 and d) Total simulation time is495

180 min and 120 min for Manhattan and Cambridge respectively.496

Traffic intensities for arterial roads in Manhattan and Cambridge497

were 200–300 and for non-arterial roads 10–50 vehicles per498

hour. We generated congestion-free traffic at most intersections499

using dynamic user placement (DUAROUTER) available as part500

of SUMO tools. Training data was four times the test data. The501

default intersection size was 50 m × 50 m; if an intersection502

had lanes shorter than 50 m, we reduced the mix zone size503

accordingly.504

Mixability and Traffic Covered: Fig. 9, which plots the mix-505

ability of each intersection, helps to determine the number of506

mix zones needed to cover the desired percentage of traffic and507

achieve privacy.508

Fig. 9 shows similar broad trends for the two road networks:509

a) intersections with high mixability are few, b) the value of510

mixability decreases rapidly with the increase in intersection511

rank, and c) The percentage of traffic covered increases rapidly512

Fig. 10. Probability of tracking and trip delay vs. number of mix zones
traversed.

with the number of intersections. To cover 90% or more of the 513

traffic, Cambridge network needs at least 50 intersections and 514

Midtown Manhattan network needs 100 intersections. 515

Based on these data, it is reasonable to place mix zones at 516

the top 100 intersections as the remaining mix zones have low 517

mixability. 518

Placement of Top Mix Zones: Fig. 8(a) shows the top and 519

bottom mix zones in the Midtown-Manhattan map. The top mix 520

zones are at the intersections at 9th avenue and 47th street, and 521

9th avenue and 42nd street as they have the desired level of traffic 522

with physical characteristics of an ideal mix zone. Similarly, 523

Fig. 8(b) shows the top and bottom mix zones in the Cambridge 524

map. The top mix zone is at the intersection of River Street and 525

Broadway. 526

Other top mix zones include intersections placed at the begin- 527

ning of traffic flows, with multiple inlets and outlets and optimal 528

delay characteristics. As also seen in midtown Manhattan, the 529

low mixability intersections are along the side roads with low 530

traffic, imperfect intersection characteristics such as unidirec- 531

tional traffic flow, and a low number of available turns per inlet. 532

Privacy vs. Trip Delay: Fig. 10 shows the tradeoff between 533

cumulative anonymity gained by vehicles, computed using 534

Equation (1), and additional trip delay accrued due to traversing 535

multiple mix zones for both the cities considered. 536

The following trends (the first two are expected trends) are 537

common to both the road networks: a) the average probability 538

of successful tracking decreases (anonymity increases) while 539

traversing more mix zones, b) the additional trip delay increases 540

with an increase in the number of mix zones traversed, c) in 541

AEMP, mix zones gain anonymity significantly more than in 542

Baseline and d) the gain in anonymity in AEMP comes at the 543

cost of additional trip delay. 544
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Fig. 11. Average anonymity and intersection throughput vs. number of mix
zones.

Figure 10(a) shows that in midtown Manhattan, after travers-545

ing a single mix zone using AEMP, fewer than 25% of the546

vehicles are tracked as compared to about 50% for the Baseline547

algorithm. Since tracking probability drops geometrically with548

each mix zone traversed, it takes passing through just a handful549

of mix zones for AEMP to provide a significant level of privacy.550

This gain in anonymity costs only a four-minute increase in av-551

erage trip time: from 22 minutes to 26 minutes. For Cambridge,552

results are shown in Figure 10(b); here, again, AEMP performs553

notably better than the Baseline.554

Privacy vs. Throughput: Mix zones degrade throughput. It555

is therefore important to understand the tradeoff they present556

between the gain in the anonymity of vehicles and a loss of557

average throughput.558

We compute the throughput of a mix zone using Equation559

(3). Fig. 11 highlights this tradeoff for both midtown Manhattan560

and Cambridge, MA. As the number of mix zones increases, the561

average probability of successful tracking drops, with AEMP562

providing better anonymity than the Baseline. However, AEMP563

loses somewhat more throughput than does the Baseline. The564

trends for both cities are very similar, despite their quite different565

road network topologies.566

Mix Zone Placement in Subregions: A city road network567

can be divided into sub-regions which have sensitive points568

of interest such as cancer treatment centers, recovery centers,569

religious centers, consulates or any other space which exposes570

personal information by the knowledge of an individual’s visit571

to such a location. It is desirable to have very high privacy572

for individuals visiting such privacy-sensitive points of interest.573

The mix zone placement algorithm can be used to increase the574

privacy of vehicles within such sub-regions by increasing mix575

zone density in such subregions.576

Fig. 12. Percent of anonymous vehicles vs. number of mix zones with and
w/o focusing on the sub-region.

Fig. 13. Estimated and actual impact vs. number of mix zones.

As an example of this process, we select a sub-region of 577

700 m located at the center of busy midtown Manhattan. We 578

divide the 100 mix zones between the sub-region and the entire 579

network. First, we optimally place 10 to 60 mix zones within this 580

subregion. Then we place the remaining (90 to 40) mix zones 581

in the rest of the road network. Fig. 12 compares the percent 582

of anonymous vehicles with optimal placement of mix zones 583

within this sub-region with that of mix zone placement in the 584

entire area disregarding the sub-region. 585

When we place all the 100 mix zones optimally for the entire 586

network, 66% of vehicles are anonymous. With the increase of 587

the mix zones in the sub-region from 10 to 60 mix zones, the 588

privacy of vehicles within the sub-region increases from 30% 589

to 65%. It did not adversely impact the privacy of vehicles in 590

the rest of the region. As the sub-region is a busy region of the 591

network, it contributed to the privacy of vehicles passing through 592

this sub-region. 593

Improvement due to Search Algorithms: Fig. 13 compares the 594

percentage of anonymous vehicles for the top n intersections 595

selected based solely on the mixability criterion vs. the top n 596

intersections resulting from optimal search algorithms. The data 597
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Fig. 14. Percent of anonymous vehicles vs. mix zone selection.

indicate that mixability, a heuristic measure, is a good starting598

point for optimal search.599

Anonymous Vehicles vs. Mix Zone Selection Criteria: Fig. 14600

compares the percentage of anonymous vehicles in the Midtown-601

Manhattan road network for two algorithms: 1) the top n inter-602

sections resulting from our optimal search of mix zones and 2)603

the top n intersections selected from intersections ordered based604

solely on the volume of vehicles passing through the intersection605

per hour.606

We observe that at a low mix zone budget of 10 or 20, selection607

based on traffic volume is about as good as from optimal search.608

Optimal search shows a clear advantage only for a larger budget609

of mix zones. It is likely that this is because traffic volume610

ignores traffic flow patterns: an intersection positioned towards611

the end of most vehicle journeys (by which time most vehicles612

have already been anonymized) will not contribute much to613

anonymity even if it experiences high traffic.614

VIII. CONCLUSION615

The AEMP algorithm presented in this paper gains anonymity616

by intentionally disrupting FIFO order of vehicles at mix zones.617

The price for this is reduced traffic throughput; however, simu-618

lation studies have indicated that such a reduction is quite small.619

For placing mix zones appropriately among traffic light inter-620

sections, we have introduced a mixability metric that is easy to621

compute and which captures how well a given intersection will622

perform as a mix zone.623

This work is currently being extended in two directions. First,624

vehicle behavior may change in response to mix zone placement;625

the impact of that needs to be studied. Second, traffic patterns626

change with time-of-day or day-of-week, and so mix zones may627

have to be dynamically switched on or off based on detected628

changes in the traffic pattern.629
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